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The Crisis in the Church:
Roots and Remedies

M

essage of Bishop Bernard Fellay, Superior General of the Society of St. Pius X,
on the occasion of the conference on “The
Roots of the Crisis in the Church,” Rome June
23, 2018.
This conference should prove most useful,
for today it is imperative to trace the roots of
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the crisis in the Church. On the occasion of the
publication last September of the Correctio
filialis which I myself signed, I expressed the
desire that “the debate concerning important
questions be broadened, in order to reaffirm
truths and condemn errors” (FSSPX.News
09/26/2017). Thus I whole-heartedly support

the goal you have here set: “Rejecting these
errors and returning, please God, to Catholic
truth full and lived is the necessary precondition
of the Church’s renaissance.” (Presentation at
the seminar of June 23, 2018)
The Correspondence Between Cardinal
Ottaviani and Archbishop Lefebvre
Your meeting is along the same lines as a
relatively unknown exchange of letters between
Cardinal Ottaviani and Archbishop Lefebvre,
which may help put things in perspective. This
exchange took place in 1966, one year after the
end of the Council.
On July 24, 1966 Cardinal Ottaviani, then
Pro-Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith, sent out to the bishops a letter
addressing ten errors that had arisen after the
end of Vatican II. Among the errors were the
following, which are still relevant today, more
than fifty years after the Council: “Objective and
absolute truth, firm and unchangeable, is today
hardly recognized by many, who subject everything to a sort of relativism, arguing speciously
that all truth must be determined by the evolution of consciousness and history.” (n. 4)
“Errors no less grave have spread in the
field of moral theology. For certain theologians,
and not an inconsiderable number of them,
dare reject the existence of objective morality.
Others reject the natural law while accepting the
legitimacy of situation ethics, as they call it.
They propagate deleterious opinions regarding

morality and questions concerning sexuality
and matrimony.” (n. 9)
The roots of the Church’s crisis can be
found in questioning “objective and absolute
truth” and “objective morality;” the promotion
of “relativism;” and the acceptance of “situation
ethics.”
When Superior General of the Holy Ghost
Fathers, Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre sent to
Cardinal Ottaviani a list of questions on December 20, 1966. These dubia had not arisen from
any purely personal questioning, but rather from
doubts he recognized as attributable to the
Church’s official teaching after the Council.
“Whether it be a question of:
- The transmission of episcopal jurisdiction,
- The two sources of Revelation,
- Scriptural inspiration,
- The necessity of grace for justification,
- The necessity of catholic baptism,
- The workings of grace in heretics,
schismatics, and pagans,
- The ends of marriage,
- Religious liberty,
- The ‘end things,’ etc.
On these fundamental points traditional
doctrine had been both clear and taught uniformly in catholic universities. But many of the
Council’s documents provoked doubts concerning these very truths.”
In his article entitled “The Maturing of the
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Council” (in Communio n. 92, Nov. – Dec. 1990,
p. 85 ff.), Fr. Peter Henrici S.J. confirmed the
legitimacy of Archbishop Lefebvre’s worries. The
Swiss theologian was frank in his affirmation
that at the Council there had been an “opposition of two different traditions of theological
doctrine which are fundamentally incompatible!”
The Practical Consequences of
Doubts and Errors
Yet Archbishop Lefebvre did not stop at
proclaiming and denouncing doubts that had
recently arisen. He wrote to Cardinal Ottaviani,
“The consequences of this have rapidly been
drawn and applied in the life of the Church.” He
went on to enumerate the practical and pastoral
consequences of these doubts:
- Doubts about the necessity of the Church
and the sacraments lead to the disappearance
of priestly vocations;
- Doubts on the necessity for and nature of
the “conversion” of every soul involve the disappearance of religious vocations, the destruction of traditional spirituality in the novitiates,
and the uselessness of the missions;
- Doubts on the lawfulness of authority and
the need for obedience, caused by the exaltation of human dignity, the autonomy of conscience and liberty, are unsettling all societies
beginning with the Church—religious societies,
dioceses, secular society, the family;
- Doubts regarding the necessity of grace in
order to be saved result in baptism to be held in
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low esteem, so that for the future it is to be put
off until later, and occasion the neglect of the
sacrament of penance;
- Doubts on the necessity of the Catholic
Church as the only true religion, the sole source
of salvation, emanating from the declarations
on ecumenism and religious liberty, are destroying the authority of the Church’s Magisterium.
In fact, Rome is no longer the unique and necessary “Magistra Veritatis.”
Some Concrete Solutions
Facing such evils, Archbishop Lefebvre respectfully suggested some concrete solutions to
the Sovereign Pontiff. “May the Sovereign Pontiff
deign use solemn documents to proclaim the
truth and condemn error without fear of being
contradicted, without fear of schisms, without
fear of questioning the Council’s pastoral pronouncements.”
He asked the Pope to give efficacious support
to faithful bishops. “May the Sovereign Pontiff
deign:
- Encourage every bishop to shore up faith
and morals in his own diocese, as befits every
good shepherd;
- Support courageous bishops and prompt
them to reform their seminaries, restoring
within them Thomism;

- Encourage superiors general to maintain
the fundamental principles of Christian asceticism, especially obedience, in their novitiates
and communities;

- Encourage the spread of Catholic schools
- Encourage orthodox publishing;
- Encourage associations that promote
Christian family life;
- And finally, castigate and silence those
who spread doctrinal errors.”
By founding the Society of St. Pius X in 1970,
Archbishop Lefebvre attempted to introduce, as
best he could, these very solutions: Thomistic
instruction in the seminary, Christian asceticism
and obedience in the formation of seminarians;
and as an integral part of the Society’s priories
– Catholic schools, Catholic publishing, associations promoting Christian family life.
For the founder of the Society of St. Pius X,
this practical response was fundamental: doing
what is possible given one’s position, with the
grace of state, without ever forgetting, however,
as Cardinal Ottaviani wrote, that “only the successor of St. Peter can save the Church.”
From Exclusivity to Inclusivity… and Back Again
One must here add that for Archbishop
Lefebvre this practical response was an effective
antidote to relativism. He wished to act doctrinally, but also pastorally, because he understood
well the ideological character of the post-conciliar
novelties. The ideologue sees in a purely speculative argument only an ideology contrary to his
own, and not the opposite of an ideology. It is
in that manner that subjectivist relativism
reasons and dissolves “objective and absolute
truth” and “the objective rule of morality.”

Surely the “doubts” referred to earlier cannot but call into question what is most basic –
the Church’s role in salvation – by promoting
secondary Christianity, as Romano Amerio so
perspicaciously described it. Losing sight of that
which is most fundamental has the effect of
blurring a doctrinal and moral teaching that used
to be clear. If the Church’s mission of bringing
salvation to men is no longer its central purpose
and guiding force, hierarchy and order give way
to contradictions and incoherence, and then it
is no longer a question of mere “doubts!”
Henceforth what Our Lord considered incompatible or exclusive – “either or” (“No man
can serve two masters. For either he will hate
the one and love the other; or he will sustain
the one and despise the other.” Matt. 6, 24) –
becomes reconcilable or inclusive, as people
say today. Either or is replaced by a both and
“that combines heaven and earth as a compound, in which the world is the predominant
element that gives the character to the whole.”.
(Romano Amerio, Iota Unum, A Study of Changes
in the Catholic Church in the XXth Century, Sarto
House, 1996, p. 505) And all this is justified by a
“pastoral mercy” that concerns itself with immigration, the rights of man, ecological questions,
etc.
That is why Archbishop Lefebvre was so
insistent that the Society of St. Pius X be left
totally free to “give Tradition a try.” In the face
of relativism and its debilitating consequences
for the Church (a decline in vocations and an
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ever-diminishing practice of religion), he knew
it was necessary to put into practice the fruits
of a two-thousand-year-old Tradition. He hoped
that the Church’s return to Tradition would one
day allow it to reclaim its heritage. Going back
to the roots of the crisis implies a return to Tradition: from effects to causes, or from the fruit
to the tree, as Our Lord said. And at that point
all ideologies crumble, for facts and figures are
not “traditionalist” (and certainly not “lefebvrist”),
they are either good or bad, just like the tree
from which they come.

The goal of Archbishop Lefebvre and his
Society is simply that the Church regain its Tradition by this simple but compelling experiment.
We cannot but embrace whole-heartedly the
conclusion of the letter addressed to Cardinal
Ottaviani: “Doubtless I am reckless in expressing
myself in this manner! But it is with ardent love
that I compose these lines, love of God’s glory,
love of Jesus, love of Mary, of the Church, of
the Successor of Peter, Bishop of Rome, Vicar of
Jesus Christ.”
(FSSPX.Actualités - 06/23/2018)

O

nly the divine and eternal light of Christianity gives full life and meaning to the
family and this is so true that right from the beginning and through the whole
course of its history, large families have often been considered as synonymous with
Christian families.
Respect for divine laws has made them abound with life; faith in God gives parents
the strength and vigor they need to face the sacrifice and self-denial demanded for the
raising of their children; Christian principles guide them and help them in the hard work
of education; the Christian spirit of love watches over their peace and good order, and
seems to draw forth from nature and bestow the deepest family joys that belong to parents,
to children, to brothers and sisters.
Even externally, a large, well-ordered family is a kind of visible shrine: the sacrament
of Baptism is not an exceptional event for them but something constantly renewing the
joy and grace of the Lord. The series of happy pilgrimages to the Baptismal font is not
yet finished when a new one to Confirmation and first Communion begins, aglow with
the same innocence. The youngest of the children will scarcely have put away his little
white suit among the dearest memories of life, when the first wedding veil appears to
bring parents, children, and new relatives together at the foot of the altar. More marriages,
more Baptisms, more first Communions follow each other like ever-new springtimes that,
in a sense, make the visits of God and of His grace to the home unending. ̶ Pope Pius XII
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The Passion of Jesus,
His Blood, and The Liturgy
Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre

W

e need to have a great devotion toward the Passion of our
Lord Jesus Christ and toward His Blood. It is by His Blood that
He saved us. St. Paul is constantly repeating it: per sanguinem ipsius, in
sanguine eius (Rom. 3:25; Eph. 1:7; Heb. 9:12).
We also need to have a great devotion toward the Cross of our
Lord Jesus Christ because it was bathed in His Blood, because it was
the altar on which He immolated Himself. It is a devotion of the
Church, which has been confirmed throughout the centuries by the
miracles which have been worked by the Cross.
Throughout the history of the Church, souls wanting to deepen
their Christian life have always found in the mystery of the Cross the
means of making their spiritual life increase. Especially in the Christian
Middle Ages do we find traces of this profound devotion to the mystery of the Cross. We find it in the construction of those magnificent
churches and cathedrals. The Cross dominates the altar. It is there at
the cross-roads. Everywhere did they raise the Cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
St. Angela of Foligno, St. Francis of Assisi, St. Bernard expressed in
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their writings, and I would even say in their flesh,
the love which they had for the Cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Yet today people want to eliminate
the Cross, they refuse to look at it, they refuse to
have it in front of their eyes. Why? Because the
Cross represents sacrifice. And yet it is only by the
Cross, by sacrifice that the Christian soul comes
back to life. Death died, says the liturgy, when He
died who was the source of life. It is life that
triumphed.
The great mystery around
which all the liturgy of the
Church revolves is the
mystery of the Passion
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
From all eternity, God
willed that His Son
take a body and soul
like ours, and that He
shed His blood for the
redemption of our sins.
Great mystery! And the
ceremonies of Holy Week
make us relive every year these
moving days of the Passion of our
Lord. These days flood our soul with joy as
we see our Lord working our salvation, but at the
same time with sorrow faced with our reality as
sinners.
This mystery unfolds as an immense combat
waged between God and Satan. For the Gospel
says it explicitly, Satan took possession of the soul
of Judas (Jn. 13:27). It is therefore a combat against
Satan, a combat against sin, combat against death

10
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from which God will emerge victorious. And God
wants to draw us into His combat in order to participate in His victory. The merits of the Passion of
our Lord will have to be applied to us so that we
might participate in that victory against sin, against
Satan and against death.
Today, the tendency is to forget about the
Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ and only think
about His Resurrection. People are very
willing to let the crucifixes to disappear and only represent our Lord
triumphant. Certainly, our
Lord has triumphed, but He
triumphed by His Passion.
His Resurrection is the
result of His combat, as
it were, the result of His
Passion, of His Blood
being shed, as St. Paul
so magnificently expresses it: “He entered once
for all in the Holy of Holies,
not with the blood of goats
and calves, but with His own
Blood, having obtained an eternal
redemption” (cf. Heb. 9:12). He shed His
own Blood for us.
Again as St. Paul says, “I determined not to
know anything among you, except Jesus Christ and
Him crucified” (1 Cor. 2:2), “scandal for the Jews,
folly for the Gentiles, but wisdom” for those who
believe in our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 1:23-24).
So that will be your wisdom: the Cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Ω

The Precious Blood

Fr. F. X. Lasance

M

any daring things have been said of the
glorious price of our salvation—the Precious Blood of Jesus Christ, but none in which the
faint heart, sick of the world, of sin, and of self,
can find more comfort than in the bold security
with which the great St. Ignatius declares in his
Spiritual Exercises: “When you present at the
Divine Judgment seat this price of your ransom,
the Precious Blood, you are, therefore, paying
more than you really owe.” Who among us has
not at times been terrified at the thought of the
great unknown eternity? Who has not dreaded the
solemn hour which will usher us into the presence of Him whom we love, oh! so tenderly, but
Whom we also fear so deeply, since in His hands are the issues of life and death.
Then, like the calm that fell on the troubled waters at the sound of His “Peace, be still,” so over
our affrighted souls flow the waves of the Precious Blood, its crimson streams effacing the handwriting on the wall which so haunts us, and bearing us in safety to the desired heaven. Let us dwell
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thou disquiet me? From how many anxious
hearts does not the plaint arise in words heard
only in the sufferings and silence of the inner
consciousness unfollowed by the sweet “Hope
in God, for I will still give praise to Him Who
is the salvation of my countenance and my
God!”
Oh! how little we know the graces that are
fast closing in around us because of this laver of
healing which is flowing in such copious streams
from those dear founts in the hands and feet
and side of our blessed Savior.

long and seriously on the words which have
been re-echoing through the centuries since
the days of St. Paul, “God Who is rich in mercy.”
Our God, our very own, therefore His riches are
ours, since “of His fullness we have all received.”
Why art thou sad, oh! my soul, and why dost

Let us press our lips to those sacred wounds
of our own making, and be comforted in the
meditations of the twilight hour, that in His own
royal way He will make them our refuge. They
will be our “hollow places in the wall,” where
we may hide ourselves, safe from the shadow
of distrust. Let us ask our blessed Mother, who
is the treasure house of the riches of His mercy,
and delighted in our claim of being her children,
to intercede for us. Her love for us, more tender
than that of a mother, will be the unfailing solace
of life’s darkest hours, and while the darkness
gathers we will fain believe that her dear eyes
will shine brightly through the gloom, and happy
tears will well up at the thought of her who is
“our life, our sweetness and our hope.” Ω

“Let those who think that the Church pays too much attention to Mary give heed
to the fact that Our Blessed Lord Himself gave ten times as much of His life
to her as He gave to His Apostles.” ̶ Archbishop Fulton Sheen
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The Living Image of the
Heart of Christ
Fr. John Peter Pinamonti, S.J.
“For she is the image of His goodness” – Wisdom 7:26
The Virgin Mary is the first of the
predestined with Christ.
A sublime privilege of the Blessed Virgin is that
she is the express image of her Divine Son—the image
of His goodness.
Other mortals, according to St. Augustine, are
made to the image of God because they have some
trait of likeness with their Divine Original (Gen. 1:26,27).
But the Virgin Mary is to be called His image because
she is the living expression of His goodness. In His bodily
features Christ is like to none other so much as to His
Mother; and so, in the features of her soul, His Mother
is like to no one so much as to Christ.
Hence the Heart of Mary must be said to have
been formed to the likeness of the Heart of Jesus; and
this was verified from the first in her predestination.
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In His eternal decrees God resolved to
impart His Divine Perfections to created beings.
The first of these in order—there is no question
of time—was His determination to become Man,
by the personal communication of His Divinity
outside of His own Being. Thus He would begin
His works from the highest and most perfect
and most wonderful of all that are possible—
from the Man-God.
The Incarnate Word is therefore the first of
the predestined in the Divine Mind. He is not
predestined as the Son of God; but, being such,
He is predestined as the Son of Man and, therefore, along with Him is predestined the Virgin
who is to be His Mother. Thus the Virgin’s destiny
is a part of that of Jesus Christ; in a way, she
enters with Him into the order of the Hypostatic
Union [by which God is made Man]. She is of
the same class with Him, as it were; and in the
Eternal Forethought she holds the first place
nearest to Him.
St. Bernadine says: “Thou wast predestined
before every other creature in the mind of God,
that from thy flesh thou mightiest produce the
very God as true Man.”
For this reason the Blessed Virgin is so often
called the Sister of the Divine Spouse in the
Sacred Canticles. For this the Holy Church applies
to her what is said in the Scriptures of Divine
Wisdom; and the same titles are appropriated
to her, such as salvation, hope, life. This is not
because they have the same meaning in her as
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in Christ; but they point to that living and close
likeness which she has with Him, and which can
be common to her with none of the other Saints.
Let us lift our eyes to the natural heavens,
and study the beauty of their order. The sun is
the source of light—that greater light which
illuminates all things from the lowest to the
highest. Next comes the moon, which more than
any other luminary shares in the sun’s splendor,
and is rightly called the lesser light (Gen. 1:16).
And last of all are everywhere scattered the stars,
in unequal brightness.
Now imagine that all this but pictures the
Church’s heavens, wherein God’s predestination
has observed like order. Jesus Christ is the Sun,
for He is the First of the Predestined. Then come
the Blessed Virgin His Mother, as the Moon—
another and lesser Sun. And around Christ and
His Virgin Mother are the Saints shining, some
more and some less brightly, as the Stars.
When the Blessed Virgin speaks of herself
to us in the words of Scripture, she sometimes
names herself before her Beloved and at other
times names the Beloved first. My Beloved is to
me, and I to Him; and then again, I am to my
Beloved, and He to me (Cant. 2:16, 6:2). This is
to show the constant use of Heart answering to
Heart between the Son and His Mother. Without
this answering likeness, making of her His living
image, she would not have been the worthy
Mother of the Redeemer. Anastasius, Monk of
Mount Sinai, asks: “How should she be the

Mother of such a Son unless she was in herself
the entire and unbroken image of her Offspring?”
We ought also to remember that, if the
Eternal Word had not come into the world to
clothe Himself with Human Flesh, then Mary too
would not have come to be His Mother. This is
St. Ephrem’s remark: “If God had not been made
Flesh, why should Mary have been created in
the world?” That is, the chief end for which the
Blessed Virgin was formed—to be the companion of Jesus Christ—would have been wanting,
and the Divine Wisdom would have had no
motive for creating her on earth.

earth to work the transformation of all men in
God, by means of charity. I am come to cast fire
on earth (Luke 12:49).
But sin had placed a hindrance in the way
of this divine flame, and He could perfectly attain
His end only in the Heart of Mary. There sin had
never entered, nor were any of its effects to be
found there. Hence Christ could work therein as
freely as He would; and His will was to work all
that was fitting and due to a Divine Redemption.
St. Ambrose says: “When Christ was to redeem the world, He began His work with His

I am to my Beloved, and unto me is His turning (Cant. 7:10). There is so close a bond between Mary and the Incarnate Word, so intimate is the union of the Mother with her Divine
Son, that without this Divine Fruit she—the
heavenly Tree that bore It in time, and had been
chosen for this alone by God from all eternity—
would never have been created. “No other
Mother was meet for such a Son,” says Hugh of
St. Victor; “nor could any other son be found for
such a Mother.” What wonder, then, that Mary
should call Christ her very Heart? since she
lived, not only by Him alone, but all in all for
Him. I sleep, and my heart watcheth (Cant. 5: 2).
The first of the redeemed by Christ
Whoever acts has this as a prime end of all
his operations—to work out something which
shall correspond to himself. This was also the
first aim of the Eternal Word, Who came on
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Mother, that she through whom the Savior was
made ready for all men might herself reap the
first-fruits in pledge of His salvation.”
The Blessed Virgin was thus the Redeemer’s
first work—the first-fruits of the tree of the Cross
—because she, more than all others, shared in
the Redemption, and her share was had in a more
perfect manner than that of all others.
As to the manner of her redemption, Christ
did not wait till she should fall and die in order
to raise her up to life. She was not regenerated
like others; but her first coming into existence
was in the life of grace. The words of Scripture
are said of her: As the lily among thorns, so is my
Beloved among the maidens. And the commentator notes concerning this: “All others have a
Deliverer, but He delivers them after they have
already fallen victims; the Blessed Virgin has a
Deliverer Who has preserved her before danger
could come nigh (Cant. 2:2, Cusa; also Salazar
on Prov. 8: 31).
In the same way, she has a greater share in
the Redemption than all others; for the Mother
of God has grace in proportion to her high
dignity. This is remarked by the Angelical Doctor
St. Thomas; and its full meaning surpasses all
created understanding, however perfect. We
cannot reach up to comprehend or to measure
the extent of this grace. It is so great that it
touches on the infinite and the immeasurable.
It is the greatest grace which God can give,
according to that ordinary law which He has

16
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established for His working. For this law demands
that the measure of His divine gifts shall be equal
to the dignity and station for which the creature
that is to receive them has been chosen.
With the Father St. Ildephonsus, therefore,
we ought to bow the knee and hail this Blessed
Virgin with the high title of Fruit of the Divine
Incarnation—a fruit so perfect that it stands by
itself alone: “I bow before thee, thou only one—
thou unique work wrought by God’s Incarnation.”
He calls the Virgin Mary the unique work of
the Redemption, because amid all others she
shines with so bright a light as to cast them all
into shadow. She is like the sun whose name
St. Isidore derives from its being the only one
[sol—solus] among other luminaries, eclipsing
them all with its splendor.
The Blessed Virgin, also, may be called the
unique work of the Incarnation because of another reason which we should believe true. Even
if the love of men in general had not sufficed to
draw the Eternal Word from the bosom of the
Father to this earth, He would have been moved
to come for the sake of this creation of His—the
Virgin Mary. Certainly, a greater blessing came
to her from the merits of Christ than to all the
rest of the predestined together. Who can say
that Christ would have ill employed the labors
of the Redemption, if He had applied them to
the Virgin alone? Or that she, by herself alone,
would not have been an object worthy of the
Divine Redemption?

Last of all, the Blessed Virgin is a unique
work of the Incarnation by the way in which she
was redeemed. All other mortals were re-made
—restored to newness of life. She alone was
made from the beginning in this life of grace
[not born in original sin, like others, and therefore to be re-generated in baptism or by a later
grace; but created in the state of grace, in her
Immaculate Conception].
And in this the great power of Christ’s merits
is shown far more perfectly; for they are shown
to be a remedy for sin, not only by healing its
wounds, but by preserving beforehand from all
its evil.
It is the Virgin Mary—thus perfectly redeemed
—who has been taken by Christ as His companion and helper in the Redemption of the world.
With this lofty title the Holy Fathers have
commonly honored the Blessed Virgin. Saint
Irenaeus [who was taught by the immediate
disciples of St. John the Evangelist] calls her “the
cause of salvation to mankind.” St. Augustine
says: “Eve was the source of sin to us, and Mary
the source of merit.” St. Jerome expressly
declares that we have “life through Mary.” In
like manner [though the different ages] speak the
Fathers and Doctors, St. Fulgentius, St. Peter
Damian, Richard of St. Victor, and many others.
This ought not to seem to us a title of mere
honor; but we should understand how it was
that the Blessed Virgin concurred in the work of
our Redemption. It was in three different ways:

first, by her desires, before the Incarnation of
the Eternal Word; secondly, at the time of the
Incarnation, by the offering she made of her
Divine Son; lastly, by the sufferings which she
endured along with Him in His Passion.
First, the Blessed Virgin concurred in our
Redemption by her desires. God, in His pity for
our wretchedness, had promised us a Redeemer.
But the centuries went by and He did not appear.
Who, cried the Prophet, shall be the blessed
soul that by her prayers shall make the Sun of
Justice to rise on so long a night? Who shall
make the Just One to rise up from the East? The
undertaking was toilsome and hard; there was
none to offer himself to the labor. But at last
Mary the Virgin, like the Aurora, brought the Sun
of Eternity to His dayspring in time. It is I who
have made the unfailing Light to rise up in the
heavens (Is. 41:2, Eccl. 24:6). She soared so high
on the wings of her desires and her merits that
she reached even to the Throne of God, to hasten
our Redemption and to receive worthily the
Incarnate Word into her bosom.
Secondly, when the Redeemer was born, she
further concurred in our Redemption by offering
Him to death for our sake. For us she had borne
Him, for us she brought Him up to maturity,
and for us—along with the Eternal Father—she
destined Him to the Cross. Who can understand
it? It is the exclamation of St. Bernadine: “O
wondrous condescension toward us of each of
the Parents of Jesus! O the priceless love of the
charity of God and the Virgin for us! That they
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might redeem the slave, they have delivered up
their common Son!”
The son belongs by a peculiar right to his
mother, according to all laws; and His Divinity
did not exempt Christ from this dominion of His
Mother over Him, for it is consistent with the
highest and noblest nature. The same Divine
Son would not take human flesh in her virginal
womb and begin His life without her leave and
express consent. It is not credible, therefore,
that without her leave and express consent He
would go forth to die upon the Cross.
What greater treasure could she offer for us
than her Divine Child to die for our sake? “Of
Mary also it is said that she so loved the world as
to give her Only-Begotten Son,” St. Bonaventure
exclaims in reverent wonder (John 3:16). If we
consider the loving affection with which her offering is made, it is beyond our understanding. If
we look upon the one that makes the offering,
it is a creature that has none superior to herself
save the Creator; and the victim she offers is
the life of God. See if any other sacrifice could
be more pleasing to the Eternal Father, excepting only the Sacrifice of the Cross.
Last of all, it was not alone by the offering
of her Son to suffer that she concurred in the
work of our Redemption. She also had part in it
by the offering of herself, together with all her
incomprehensible Sorrows.
“Two altars are seen on Calvary,” says a
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spiritual writer [St. Arnold Carnotensis]: “one in
the Heart of Mary sorrowing, the other in the
Body of Christ crucified. Christ offers up His Flesh;
Mary offers up her soul.” And the offering of both
is one and the same Divine Sacrifice.
This is the reason of the words said by the
Blessed Virgin to St. Bridget: “As with a single
Heart, My Son and I have redeemed the world.”
In strictness of terms, Christ had no need of help
and Mary was not a redeemer, but redeemed.
But such was the blessing she won for herself
from the Redemption, and such the love and
lawful right with which she took part in it to our
great benefit, that she has deserved to be honored with this lofty title of Co-redemptress. This
means that, in our behalf, she has united her
merits with the divine merits of her Son; and by
her prayers she has helped to obtain for us that
which Christ has merited for us in strict justice,
by living and dying for us.
Here we should remember how far our
Savior’s condescension reaches toward the other
Saints. Thus, in bestowing His graces on Saint
Gertrude, He promised her—“Even as I am the
Figure of the substance of the Father in the
Godhead, so shalt thou be to Me a figure of My
substance in My Humanity” (Heb. 1:3). This may
help us to understand that far more express and
living Image of the Heart of Christ which was
formed in the Heart of Mary—by her virtues and
her sorrows, and by the grace which she received
in its fulness from the Redeemer.

The first of the disciples of Christ
Christ also formed the exact likeness of
Himself in the soul of the Virgin Mary by His
teachings as the Divine Master.
Jesus Christ did not come down from heaven
only to redeem the world; He came also to
instruct it. This He did, fully and perfectly, in two
ways—by His example, and by His teaching. Yet
how strange was the division of His life! To instruct the world He employed only three years.
What was He doing the rest of the time? Why
did He not travel over the entire earth, converting it with His miracles, sanctifying it with His
virtues, filling it with the light of His divine words?
Of the eleven parts of His life [33 years], ten [30
years] were passed in the obscurity of a poor
home. Are we to believe that His life there was
idle and His conversation without fruit?
Certainly not, since He spent all those years
in the greatest of all His works of grace—in forming His Mother’s sanctity. For this was immeasurably higher than the sanctity of all the elect,
and the most like to the holiness of the Divine
Master.
The pearl of great price is not fashioned in
its shell unless far down in the depths of the sea.
So the Redeemed long remained far from the
world, and the priceless term of His divine labors
was His Mother.
The Word made Flesh came down from
heaven to open His school on earth. He was solemnly declared Master by the Eternal Father:

Hear ye Him (Matt. 17:5). How contrary to all
order would it have been, if He had not found one
disciple to correspond fully with His heavenly
lessons and thereby to render the honor due to
His divine teaching? Yet such a disorder would
have been seen in the world, had it not been for
the Virgin Mary. She was chosen for a sanctity
like to the holiness of the Deified Humanity of
Jesus Christ. She fulfilled the divine choice, and
she fully corresponded to the Divine Will in the
determination taken by the Son of God to become
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Himself the Model and the Master of men.
She had every reason, therefore, to say – My
Spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior (Lk. 1:47).
God had come down to redeem her more especially than the rest of men. He had come as a
Master to instruct her alone more than all the
rest of the Church; and His teaching was given
to her alone for a far longer time.
On her side, she gave greater honor to the
Divine Master than all others. She comprehended
His dignity; and its likeness was wrought out in
her with so perfect holiness that she became a
second Model, which under the law of grace
was to be copied by Apostles and Martyrs, by
Doctors and Confessors, by Virgins and all just
souls.
Jesus Christ did not wish to be the Divine
Master in word alone, but much more by His
example. He began to do, and to teach (Acts. 1:1).
To make perfect His holy Mother, He used both
means. He taught her with His outer words, and
showed before her—as in a clear glass—the inner
workings of His Sacred Humanity and the heroic
acts of every virtue that made up His life. It was
in imitation of these that the Blessed Virgin
formed her own actions; and this was the unique
privilege of Mary—to know clearly the interior
of her Divine Son in order to imitate it. For this
reason, St. Eusebius of Emesa says: “Mary, filled
with the Holy Ghost, knew the very thoughts of
her Son.”
In this too, consisted the divine intercourse
between the Son and His Mother. She had given
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Him the being of His Human Nature; and He in
turn gave her the spiritual being of grace. Thus
they became alike in perfection as they were
like in their humanity. In this the Spouse of God
found her pure and shining Model, to which she
looked unceasingly, adorning herself with the
precious jewels of the Most Holy Soul of the
Redeemer, copying them in herself so far as was
possible to a pure creature.
Good example has such force that only the
conversing for a day with the Fathers of the
Desert was enough to change to another man
one who had wandered thither for mere curiosity.
This is the testimony of St. John Chrysostom.
From it we may judge what must have been the
power of the example of the Incarnate Word, so
long observed, and of the teachings of the Divine
Master, so often repeated, over a Heart so well
disposed as that of Mary. Christ worked unceasingly in His Mother with all the power of His love,
and with all the strength of His mighty arm. He
let no moment pass in which He added not grace
to grace and gift to gift and blessing to blessing,
inasmuch as she was at every moment making
herself worthier and fitter to receive them.
There is but one thing, therefore, to be said of
His work. At the end He had formed so perfect
an Image of Himself that it may be called—of
form divine! And it is so called in the mystic
writings attributed to St. Dionysius, the Areopagite, when writing to St. Paul of the great favor
Contd. on page 36 ...

The Litany of the
Sacred Heart
Rev. Fr. Joseph McDonnell, S.J.
A continuation of his series of meditations on the individal
invocations of the Litany of the Sacred Heart

NINTH TITLE : HEART OF JESUS,
VESSEL OF JUSTICE AND LOVE
1st Prelude : Behold the Redeemer prostrate on the
ground in agony beneath the olives of Gethsemane, His
Sacred Heart all torn with anguish for the sins of men.
2nd Prelude : Ask grace to understand the marvelous
significance of the title that is the subject of this meditation.
Commentary
In this title there is question only of the Sacred
Humanity of Christ. It alone could be described as a receptacle or vessel. In the Divinity all perfection is infinite
and essential to the Divine essence. The peculiarity of
this title is that it brings together two apparently opposite
and conflicting attributes. It is hard to conceive any two
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things more opposed to each other than are justice and love. Yet precisely in this circumstance
is to be found the peculiar and wonder beauty
of this title. The words “justice and love” may
have many meanings. In its Scripture acceptation —as, for instance, where we are told that
Saint Joseph was a just man—the word “just”
often implies the possession of all virtues in a supreme degree. Taken in this sense, the title
would mean that the human Heart of the Redeemer was the home of every possible virtue
existing in its highest possible degree.
Again, “justice” is often used as synonymous
with sanctifying grace and all the unspeakable
treasures of charity that it connotes. In this sense
the invocation means that the Sacred Heart, as
being the physical center of Christ’s Sacred Humanity, was, in the words of St. John, literally and
absolutely “full of grace and truth” (John 1:14).
In both these acceptations the invocation points
to the exquisite spiritual beauty and perfection
of the created human Heart of Christ.
Yet in neither of these sense do we seem to
reach the real meaning intended in this title. The
words we are considering convey a thought
that is far more wonderful, profound, and full
of mystery than appears at first sight. The word
“vessel,” used in connection with such opposite
and even contradictory attributes as “justice”
and “love,” seems to point to some mysterious
perfection, some wondrous combination, some
very glorious prerogative, hidden deep within
the fathomless recesses of the Sacred Heart. This
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I shall endeavor to explain.
In the first place, Christ in His Sacred Humanity took on Himself the office of Redeemer of
the human race. He made Himself our Elder
Brother, our representative before His Eternal
Father, took on Himself the burden of our sins
as though they were His own, and offered Himself as an adequate Oblation of atonement for
them all. Hence in His Sacred Humanity He
manifests in a supreme degree, and at the same
time, both the justice and the love of His Eternal
Father. He manifests in His own Person the
justice that exacts a satisfaction full and adequate,
such as He alone could make, for sin. He feels
the awful weight of His Eternal Father’s indignation as He lies in agony beneath the olives in the
Garden, as He stands a bleeding Victim at the
pillar, as he wears the thorny crown, or sinks
beneath the cruel Cross, or hangs in torture and
dies upon it at the last. Throughout the Passion
the torn, tortured Heart of the Redeemer was
in very truth the Victim and “Vessel” of His
Eternal Father’s justice. Still more did It manifest
His love—the love that would sacrifice the Son
to grant an undeserved remission of the sins of
men; the love that, at such a cruel cost, would
free men from the devil’s yoke and make them
sons and heirs of God and co-heirs of an everlasting kingdom. It is clear to see how, in this sense,
the Heart of Jesus is the “Vessel of justice and
of love.”
Yet more; in that deadly battle in the Garden,
when the poor, shrinking human Nature of the

but as Thou wilt.” This was the fiat of the Sacred
Heart triumphing over the weakness of Its human
Nature, that made It for evermore the “Vessel
of justice and love.”

And ever as the ages pass along, there dwells
within the lonely tabernacle on our altars One
whose human Heart is still and always the “Vessel
of justice and love.” Here, indeed, as the final
effort of His boundless love, He offers Himself a
ceaseless Victim of propitiation for our sins. Truly
in the Eucharistic Heart of Christ have love and
justice met and formed a home for evermore.
Daily, hourly, and every instant, in the Mass, the
Sacred Heart is offered up a Victim of justice and
of love to His Eternal Father.
MEDITATION
The Spirit of Devotion to the Sacred Heart

Man-God, plunged amid a sea of agony and
dread, cried aloud, in accents of entreaty, “Father,
if it be possible, let this chalice pass away,” the
noble, royal Heart of Jesus, rising strong and
powerful above Its human shrinking, spoke the
words of “justice and love” combined—the
words that doomed Him to an awful death, the
fit expression of His everlasting love, no less than
of the vigorous justice that exacted full atonement for our sins: “Nevertheless, not as I will,

In our own lives we must endeavor to reproduce and imitate in some degree this double
attribute of the Sacred Heart—His justice and
His love. The first will engender within us a spirit
of reparation and penance; the second will fill
us with the spirit of devotedness and love of
suffering.
1.

The Spirit of Reparation and Penance —
“How can we behold our Divine Master
suffering such atrocious torments in His
Passion and Death for each of us and not
be urged ourselves to do something to
atone for our own sins? St. Paul says He
“loved me and delivered Himself for
me” (Gal. 2:20). Here we have the “justice
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and love” of the Sacred Heart handing It
over to sufferings and to death that we
may live. Will not the sight inspire us with
something like a holy indignation against
our wicked selves and urge us to share in
some degree the penance that he Savior
did so willingly for us? Shall we not, too,
as loving clients of the Heart of Christ, be
anxious to make reparation not merely
for our own sins, but also for the sins of
others? Or are we going, like the Apostles
in the Garden, to leave Him lonely and
abandoned in His hour of sorest need?
Shall we not rather “watch with Him and
pray,” and like the Virgin Mother and
St. John and Magdalen, be with Him as
He expiates our sins and those of others
on the Cross?
The Spirit of Devotedness and Love of
Suffering — Love calls for a return of love.
If the Heart of Jesus loved me and delivered
Itself for love of me, the very least that I
can do is to love and suffer somewhat in

2.

return. Speaking of the sanctity of love
within the Sacred Heart, [St.] Margaret
Mary writes: “This sanctity of love had kindled in my heart three desires: the desire
of love to receive Him in the Eucharist, the
desire to suffer, and the desire to die…The
more I suffered the better did I please this
sanctity of love…This sanctity of love so
strongly urged me on to suffer in return
that my sweetest consolation was to feel
my body overwhelmed with suffering, my
spirit drenched with sorrow, my entire
being a prey to humiliation, contradiction
and contempt.” Teach me, then, O Sacred
Heart, to be entirely devoted to Thy interests. Teach me to forget myself and seek
but Thee alone. May my whole being ever
be a holocaust consumed and offered up
to Thee upon the burning altar of Thy love.
Thus, immolated as a victim of reparation
and devotedness, my self-love will disappear and be consumed within the burning
furnace of Thy Sacred Heart. Ω

“I am truly your merciful Mother, yours and all the people who live
united in this land and of all the other people of different ancestries,
my lovers, who love me, those who seek me, those who trust in me. Here
I will hear their weeping, their complaints and heal all their sorrows,
hardships and sufferings.” ̶ Our Lady of Guadalupe
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Catholic Education ( Part II)

Fr. Alain Delagneau, FSSPX

“I

say it is my deep persuasion,” says St. Leonard of Port
Maurice, “that the one who knows how to mold young
souls outmatches without any possible doubt all painters, any
sculptor, any artist of any kind.” Plato defined education as “the
art of giving to the body and the soul the beauty and perfection
of which they are capable.”
Parents are sculptors of the souls of their children. In order
to do this sculpting in the best way possible, they must know the
material they have in their hands. Moreover, they must have before their eyes the model to copy. The material they must sculpt
is a nature wounded by original sin inherited from its parents and
ancestors with all its good and bad inclin tions.The model is Our
Lord Jesus Christ, His life and virtues.

Like the sculptor, parents have a work of art to achieve. What an
exalting work it is! Out of this little human being, one must make
a man or woman. What’s more, he must be made a Catholic, shaped
in the image of Our Lord. And in order to achieve this well, one
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needs reflection, prayer, and sacrifice. None of
it is a question of beating and reprimanding the
child according to one’s whim or to show tenderness and strictness depending on one’s inclinations.

been created, it is clear that there cannot be
any true education unless it is entirely directed
towards that ultimate end” (Pope Pius XI, Divini
Illius Magistri).

The Aim of Education

Though he is baptized, there still remain
the wounds, the evil tendencies, due to original
sin. On the one hand, we have a child who
through the grace of baptism has become a child
of God, a temple of the Holy Ghost, who possesses the spiritual foundation which accompanies
sanctifying grace–faith, hope, charity and the
moral virtues–but does not as yet have the
facility to practice these supernatural acts. For
this he will need help to form habits of exercising them. We have a child in whom exists, inspite
of baptism, a weakened will. This disorder is
epitomized in particular in the triple concupiscence, that is, love of self, of riches, and of
pleasure.

The goal of education is to form a Catholic.
The catechism says that man is created to praise,
honor, and serve God and by this means to save
his soul. The more this Catholic principle is instilled in a child by making God the center and
direction of his life, the more he will be a consolation to his parents.
Marie, sister of St. Theresa of the Child Jesus,
said: “My father and mother had a deep faith,
and by hearing them talking together about
eternity we felt disposed, as young as we were,
to consider the things of the world as sheer
vanity.”
The Curé of Ars, St. John Vianney, tells us
about a prayer which his mother taught him:
“Blessed be God, have courage my soul. Time
passes and eternity approaches. Let us live as
we must die.”
Pope Pius XI reminds us that one cannot
talk about or define education without keeping
constantly in mind the aim of education: eternal
salvation.
“Since education consists essentially in the
formation of man by teaching him what he should
be and how he should behave in his early life in
order to reach the sublime end for which he has
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The Child as the Subject to be Educated

This child is redeemed. He has in himself
the seeds of life. He can find order and holiness,
but he must be helped in the necessary fight
against the seeds of death which lead to sin and
thus keep him away from God or make him lose
his end which is God.
“It is the man fallen from his original state,
but redeemed by Christ and reestablished in his
supernatural condition of adopted son of God,
without however having preternatural privileges
of the immortality of his body, of the integrity
and balance of his inclinations. Therefore the

effects of original sin are still present in human
nature and particularly the weakening of the
will and the disorder of tendencies” (Pius XI,
Divini Illius Magistri).
There will have to be, therefore, a necessary
transmission of knowledge, for among the preternatural gifts that was lost to all mankind in
the Garden of Eden was this one in particular:
knowledge.
The child is born, St. Thomas Aquinas says,
a “clean slate,” with some powers, some faculties,
which will have to be acted upon. This makes
the first years of formation essential and most
important for his future. Let’s take the example
of learning a language. It is done effortlessly by
the child. He hears it, he repeats, he absorbs
the accent, the vocabulary. In the case where
parents have a broad vocabulary, he will learn
the different shades of meaning and his mind
will mature. If his parents have a certain culture,
it will be transmitted as a matter of course
because it will be mentioned in conversation,
giving answers to questions, etc. Let’s take another example of common sense. For a father
who knows how to work at home, repair things, if
he knows how to interest his son, the reception
of this knowledge by the son will be easy. Many
examples could be given to demonstrate that a
child is somewhat the reflection, the image of
his parents, and this is because of the passing on
of the experience and the virtues of the parents.
We say often, “Like father, like son,” or, “Like
mother, like daughter,” and it is very true,

although there are other elements which intervene, such as the consequences of original sin,
the character of the child’s soul, the environment,
etc.
This goes against immanentism [the false
doctrine, opposed vigorously by Pope St. Pius X,
teaching that the. presence of the divine is only
felt within man, but that Divinity or divine things
cannot be the subject of any clear objective
knowledge to be known—Ed.] which would like
to make us believe that everything comes out
of man. If this were true, we would have to listen
to the child! This error is conveyed by certain
school courses in the form of a conference table
where everyone gives his opinion and the teacher
synthesizes! [Spiritual movements promoting
“listening to the inner child within you” and child
-rule also manifest the error of immanentism.
—Ed.]
A teacher is absolutely necessary because a
child has no inclination towards virtue. Just as
an unbraced tree will grow crooked, so the untaught child will “grow crooked.” Whether we
want to admit it or not, the child is born selfish.
He knows no other demand but self. This is
where the tendency to bring everything back to
himself comes from, directing himself towards
an unconscious selfishness which will only grow
and develop if there is no intervention. Contrary
to what Jean Jacques Rousseau believed [with
his idea of “the noble savage”—Ed.], the child is
not born naturally good, and he needs someone to straighten him out.
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“Without original sin, God would have ordered fathers and mothers, like our first parents,
to work the land, to cultivate flowers and fruits,
in such a way however that work would have been
pleasant and not painful to man. But original sin
which we forget so often and which we deny in
practice brazenly—has made work laborious.
Human nature needs, like the soil, to be plowed
by the sweat of our brows. One must intervene
constantly, weed, pull out the bad inclinations,
the vices in their buds and fight harmful influences. One must prune and shape to redress the
deviations even of best tendencies; one must
sometimes stimulate inertia and indolence in the
practice of certain virtues, sometimes restrain
and regulate natural impulse, so as to ensure the
harmonious development of the whole” (Pope
Pius XII, Speech to Young Couples, 1943).
A large family is also certainly a means of
correcting bad inclinations. In this environment,
selfishness quickly loses its “rights” and laziness
is soon wrung from the child’s soul.
Efficient Cause of Education
Never forget that the child, once baptized,
belongs entirely to two families—a natural
family and a spiritual family—and both have the
duty to work towards his education. The parents
cultivate in their children the branches grafted
on the Vine which is called Jesus Christ. Through
the education of their children, parents become
the collaborators of the Holy Ghost. This is why
they should pray to Him for their children and
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for His internal action in their souls by helping
them to fight anything that could displease Him.
Let us have a great faith in the action of grace on
our children. Nothing prepares so perfectly for
the role of education as virginity. This allows the
Holy Ghost to ennoble the heart, to give it a
greatness, strength, and thoughtfulness which
sensuality soils and corrupts by focusing on self
and plunging one into selfishness.
Definition of Education
To educate or to bring up a child is to help
him to pull from himself [educere] what is germinating and dormant, to help it to grow and to
elevate [elevare] himself both in body and soul
in his whole natural and supernatural being.
Education consists in developing a free and conscious personality directed towards its end which
is God. We see Pope Pius XI spoke correctly when
he said that “there cannot be a complete and
perfect education outside the Christian education.”

To bring up a child is to emphasize the
goals towards which he must aim—God and his
personal perfection. It is to help him to curb his
instincts and to direct them through reason, to
develop all his faculties, to combat bad passions
and develop the good ones, to acquire selfcontrol, and to properly orientate his feelings.
To educate a child well, parents must consider many things. These things will be discussed
throughout the rest of this continuing series of
articles. For instance, parents must be mindful
of the stages of the child’s life reaching to the

adult state; understand the various temperaments of human personalities and their characteristic advantages and disadvantages; know
how to form various personalities concerning
their traits regarding intelligence, conscience,
willpower, sensitivity and sentiment, and character; and discern how the life of grace and
prayer develop in children.

The Great Principles of Education
The Child is the Man of Tomorrow
It is a huge error to consider the actions of
the child only in their immediate consequences
without seeing the consequences in the future.
The first years are precious and one should
not wait to instill in the child good habits of a
supernatural reasoning. Education consists rightly
in doing the work that each should do for himself which is daily considered in the particular
examination. By being daily vigilant of their
child’s tendencies, parents become aware of his
evil passions and can help him effectively to uproot them. By the particular examination also,
parents discover the good elements in their child
that must be sustained, strengthened, and elevated to a supernatural level. In this way, the
child who exhibits tendencies towards vanity,
laziness, timidity, and oversensitivity will be
stimulated towards the opposite virtues and
continued vigilance will be necessary so he does
not grow up with these defects.
Parents should imitate the divine education
revealed by Jesus on the evening of Holy Thurs-

day: “I am the vine and it is my Father who tends
it. The branch that yields no fruit in me, he cuts
away; the branch that does yield fruit, he trims
clean, so that it may yield more fruit” ( Jn. 15:1-2).

The program of true education is to cut
off what produces bad fruit and to purify, to
trim, what produces good fruit. Let’s remember
this useful example:
“A father had a son who was lazy and vain.
One day while walking around his property
with him, he led him to a small oak tree
about his own size. “Son, uproot this tree,”
he said. The child tried several times and
finally succeeded. He proudly showed it to
his father. “Very good, my boy!” he said.
Taking his son a little farther on, he saw on
oak tree the size of a man. “Uproot this one!”
said the father. “Oh, no way,” said the boy,
“I will never be able to do it!” He tried and
tried but with no success this time. “Well,
son,” explained the father, “this is exactly
like your faults. If you work at uprooting
them with the help of God in your childhood before their roots become too strong,
you will succeed. But if you put it off and
their roots go deeper, you won’t be able to
do anything or it will take a long time and
be hard in the digging.”

Love of Sacrifice, the Taste of the Cross
It is from the Cross that heavenly sweetness
flows. In the Cross lies the strength of the soul, in
the Cross the joy of the spirit, the accomplish-
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ment of virtue, perfection of sanctity (Imitation
of Christ, Bk. II, ch. 12,2).
Catholic life can only find rest, joy, and happiness in the love of the Cross. It is in the Cross
that we discover the purest and the most intoxicating love. The child, through grace, is very
receptive about this mystery and also very generous. Blessed are the children whose parents,
married in the Cross of Our Lord Jesus Christ by
the sacrament of marriage, have instilled this
devotion into them. Teach your children to think
about this mystery of love and to live according
to it all their lives, and you will soon be moved
by their generosity.
“Sacrifice is always the shortest route to
join Jesus. It is the shortcut that Jesus makes us
take to achieve perfection more quickly” [Sister
Benigna].

made especially for them to count their small
practices of virtue and 100 times a day Theresa
puts her hand in her pocket to remove a bead
off her rosary with each new sacrifice.”

In order to prepare her for her first Holy
Communion, her Carmelite sister had given little
Theresa a beautiful little book where she wrote
all the sacrifices and acts of love she made every
day for three months! The practice of little sacrifices will become the trademark of this greatest
saint of the 20th century. St. Theresa will someday say, “How shall I express my love, since love
is proved by actions? Well, the little child will
throw flowers....” You see how a child can be
given the true notion of sacrifice in early childhood by offering up things that cost for someone
they love. Something that can aid this habit is
the practice of the Eucharistic Crusade.

In fact the more our selfish “I” is replaced
by Jesus, the more we empty ourselves and
please Him. That is why children must be told
the lives of the saints, of children who have joyously chosen the path of sacrifice out of love for
Our Lord. For example, we suggest the lives of
the three children of Fatima, of the little venerable, Anne de Guigné, who had one will of universal sacrifice to please good Jesus and of
St. Theresa of the Child Jesus and the Holy Face
of whom her mother tells us:

The Primacy of Example

“When she was three years old, Theresa
wanted to participate in making small sacrifices.
Marie had given to her younger sisters a rosary

Let’s mention the following fact of the life
of St. Dominic Savio, patron saint of adolescents
the world over. His parents used to say the
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Good and bad deeds will be rewarded or
chastised in the life beyond. It is therefore normal that parents do the same with their children
to make them aware of the love of good and
the fear of evil. But nothing can take the place
of example. It is through the contact with their
parents’ conscience that children form their own.
The child will develop the habit of goodness,
loyalty, and courage as long as he gets the good
example from his parents.

rosary every evening after supper and the
putting to bed of the little ones, including threeyear-old Dominic. One evening Dominic got up,
opened the door halfway and moved by the holiness and prayer of his parents, he joined his
little voice to that of his parents to reply to each
Ave Maria. At the end of the particular decade,
they told him it was too late, that he was too
young, that he might catch a cold if he didn’t
return to bed. But he resisted kindly and asked
to be able to finish the whole rosary.
It is important the child sees his parents
praying, that he hears in their words and sees in
their attitudes the Christian virtues.
The first habits of the child are the carbon
copy of the qualities and defects of those he
loves. These go deep inside his soul and form
him in such an intimate and deep manner that
it will be imprinted in him all his life.
This is as true for moral tendencies as it is
for practical attitudes. In a home that is fervent
and loving of hard work, the child will be generous. In a selfish home, the child will come to think
only of himself, to focus everything on himself.
The one who lives in lies will slide towards disloyalty. The child of a family where conflicts are
rife because each one wants to impose his will,
will be nervous and become a rebel who cannot
bear a reprimand. This is why education demands
that parents possess Catholic virtues to such a
degree that these show through in their attitude,
heir being, and their words. In this sense educa-

tion is really a school of holiness. When word
and deed are in disagreement, there is a latent
lie which children perceive very quickly, which
they will exploit to avoid effort. What serious
damage is caused to the child if he is allowed to
develop the habit of considering Christian virtues as things that are said, but not done!
When a child is bent by this tendency of
thought, he quickly loses his freshness of soul
and religion for him becomes a thing of burdensome external practices which do not involve the
heart. Very often through the defects of children
one can guess the defects of the parents, for
example, sloth, anger, rude vocabulary, vanity,
fickleness, avarice, etc.
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The Problem of Authority
The word “authority” is derived from the
word “author” and gives us this idea of first cause,
of creative power that multiplies and increases.
In short, authority is the ability to communicate
[transmit] one’s self. Authority is much more
than a means to impose on others what we want:
it is a power for kicking into action [actualizing]
what is in a child to help him mature to his final
end.
The practice of authority never consists of
burdening one’s children with one’s moods and
passions. Authority is not for self, to calm one’s
nerves or carry out one’s fantasies. It is given
for the good of the children. It is a participation
in God’s authority over the child. The practice
of authority, on the contrary, demands command
and punishment and demands that the one
practicing authority fight in himself permissiveness and indecisiveness. How many parents shirk
their responsibilities to educate their children
with excuses of tiredness, annoyance, or boredom.
Authority demands the balance of firm
command, correction, and punishment when
necessary. Correction and punishment must be
in proportion with the misdeed. Giving up authority to excuse everything is serious in its
consequences. Parents themselves will be the
first victims because their children will not respect them and will follow their own whims and
their own will. From a young age children feel
strongly this absence of parental authority and
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while they are boisterous and impossible at home,
they often can be surprisingly calm and obedient
when they spend a few days away from their
parents in an environment where authority is
present, e.g., the home of a friend with strong
parents or on a group camping expedition overseen by religious.
The exercise of authority should appeal to
the child’s generosity to go beyond himself for
the love of his parents, for love of his parents’
God. If familial authority is not loved by the child,
the child will not accept its orders. On the other
hand, the love for parents leading to a love of
their authority can be powerful upon children.
Finally, authority must be exercised in such
a way that it does not break open-hearted frankness or confidence in the child towards his parents. Proper authority over children invites them
to share their personal problems. Love plays a
very important role in authority. If the child knows
he is genuinely loved and it is truly his interests
that are at the heart of his parents, he feels a
climate of trust. This brings the child to share
concerns with his parents and thus confidences,
indispensable to his guidance, are promoted. In
these cases, parents must behave with the
discretion of a priest and the love of Our Lord.
It is a difficult and delicate art to open the heart
of one’s child to allow him to confide, but it is
essential during adolescence and for adulthood.
For certain natures more time and gentleness
will be needed. Youngsters suffer because they
cannot express themselves or suffer from shyness.

Often the causes of these are found in these
heart-to-heart chats. If parents could know all
the spiritual and social consequences of the
blossoming of a soul, they would pay more
attention to this effort. If one knew the loneliness of children during certain difficult periods
because they do not know how to talk to their
parents, fathers and mothers would begin to
gently initiate these intimate talks much sooner.
Let us also be wary that our love is not a
selfish one. Selfish love is no longer a gift but a
possession. Selfish love is captive, exclusive, and
the child is brought up strictly for the parent
and this prevents the child from becoming his
adult self. Certain circumstances are clear indications of this unwise love, that is to say, when
a child must leave his parents for a time for his
own good (e.g., a traditional Catholic school,
religious vocation, marriage, etc.), he is placed
under pressure, obstacles are erected, and parents find a thousand excuses to unfairly postpone
or cancel the separation.
The exercise of authority varies with age.
A baby is barely sensitive and only to corporal
impressions, therefore authority must be imposed by manipulating pain and pleasure. There
follows the stage of apprenticeship when the
judgment of the child is being formed according
to that of his parents. What is good and allowed,
what is evil and forbidden, is somewhat confused
in the mind of the young child. It is the period
of the “Whys?” and the “Hows?” This is a very
important period for the formation of the judg-

ment. Puberty begins a period of independence.
The adolescent does not want to refer to authority. He wants to do things by himself. Be careful! He must not be antagonized by the over
application of restrictive rules but informed and
stimulated by good example. During this period,
authority should be more gentle and diplomatic
without, however, losing its influence. It must
aim at the formation of the personal judgement
of the adolescent through good reading, conversation, and social relations. It must aim above
all to enlighten the intelligence. Very often at
this difficult age (and even later), the judgment
of the youngster is unyielding, absolute, and
categorical because he thinks he is always right.
In this case, he must be encouraged to consider
other viewpoints and elements of reasoning with
all the subtlety and patience his parents can
muster.
The Influence of Harmony
Because man and woman are different,
husband and wife complement each other in
the duty to educate their children for Heaven.
There must be consultations between parents
and a meeting of minds and wills. They must
agree on the ideal which will be placed in the
heart of the child. [This can never truly occur in
a mixed marriage.—Ed.]
The child is naturally inclined to look to his
father or mother for the one who will indulge
his passions and weaknesses. He will be very
clever in flouting authority if he senses disagreement between them. Isn’t it true to life that a
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child in bed will cry when his mother
comes into the bedroom whilst when
he sees his father he tends to hush?
Why? Because he knows mother will
tend to pick him up as soon as he cries
while father tends to let him be despite
his crying. A child confronted with a
difficult task will whimper to his mother
because he foreknows her reaction to
coddle but before his father, who is not
so easily moved, he tries to carry out
what he has to do.

Therefore the action of parents
must converge in a singlemindedness of
purpose. That is why they must make a
special effort of unity and solidarity. But,
it must also be complementary with the
husband being the figure of strength,
decision, and authority and the wife, the
figure of tenderness and gentleness. The
mess that divorce causes between a
husband and wife is the ultimate destruction to the education of children. In
most cases, whether covertly or subtly,
divorced parents try to win a child’s
affection for themselves by “buying”
him with material things, selfish love,
and false promises.
(To be continued)
Fr. Alain Delagneau was ordained a priest of the Society of Saint Pius X in 1980. This article originally appeared in the
French publication Marchons Droit, No.44, 1988, It was translated by Fr. Gerard Ockerse, a priest of the Society of Saint
Pius X, ordained in 1994.
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A Taste for Reading
o far we have considered spiritual reading as directly an intrinsic portion of a devout life,
one of its actual and almost indispensable exercises; and we have considered this very

briefly, inasmuch as it deserves to be handled separately, both because there is so
much to be said upon it, and because what
might be said is of such great importance.

What we have now to bring forward, although it primarily concerns spiritual reading, applies also to reading which need be
only indirectly spiritual. Every one must
have experienced the good effects of religious reading as connected with prayer.
Prayer is the grand difficulty of most souls.

Solve that difficulty, and other difficulties
are solved with it. Now, reading feeds and
furnishes prayer. It supplies matter. It
plants the wilderness. It irrigates what it
has planted. The old masters called it oil
for the lamp of prayer. How often do men ̶
not beginners only, but men who are far
from their beginnings now ̶ complain that they do not know what to think about at meditation,
or what to say to God! It is not too much to affirm that regular and rightly-practiced spiritual
reading obviates at least half the difficulties of meditation. It is a sad thing to have been twenty
years serving God, and to be still fighting with our morning meditation; although it is a comfort
to think that St. Teresa was engaged in those hostilities for seventeen years.
Reading is also of no inconsiderable service simply as an occupation of time. The use of

time is one of the chief difficulties of the spiritual life….Now, we cannot always keep our minds
fixed on God, ̶ I mean, we who are not Saints. We may doubt it of the saints, gravely doubt it;
but, having no experience of sainthood, we cannot dogmatize about it. Yet, when the effort to
do so would be too much for us, there are in most of our days gaps of time which would be
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filled up with inutilities. Inutilities would be

with which these two things thrust God out of

the most innocent filling up of them, yet how

our minds, perpetually edging a little more

spirit- wasting also! Then reading ̶ not our

forward, and a little more, and a little more,

regular spiritual reading, which is a more seri-

The mere occupation of our minds, therefore,

ous and direct intercourse with God, but con-

with religious objects, has become of serious

scientiously-chosen reading, even of a secular

importance in devotion, especially to those

sort ̶ comes in, and not only saves us from

who are living in the world, and so are forced

evil by being harmless, but does us a positive

to hear its roar, and to turn giddy at the

good in itself.

sight of its portentously-swift whirling and

Moreover, it takes possession of the

revolving, as if it were a machine of God got

mind, of which the evil one is always on the

loose from is control. I need not dwell on

watch to take possession. It occupies it.

this; but it would not be easy to make too

It garrisons it. It peoples it with thoughts

much of it. For what has taken possession of

which are, directly or indirectly, of God. Now,

the current of our thoughts has taken posses-

in these days there are two contagious influ-

sion of our whole selves. A taste for reading is

ences in the atmosphere around us, which

therefore especially necessary for these times,

are most deleterious to the spiritual life.

because of their perils and their peculiarities.

They are the multiplicity of interests, and the

- Fr. Frederick Faber, C.O.

rapidity of objects. It is sad to see the success

...Contd. from page 20

he had received at the hands of St. John who
had introduced Him—“to the presence, as it
were divine, of this great Virgin.”
Something like this happens in that solar
phenomenon which is called “parhelion.”
The sun mirrors itself in a cloud capable of
receiving its light, producing a brightness so
like to itself that he eye can scarcely distinguish the reflection from the real sun. In this
way the Heart of Christ, with example and
instruction, so formed a living Image of Itself
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in the Heart of Mary, that her appearance is
as that of Christ and the One is seen, as it
were, in the other.
This is what the Blessed Virgin said to
St. Bridget: “He that looks on me, can see in
me as in a mirror the Divinity and the Humanity
of Christ.” For this the Divine Spouse in Scripture calls out to her: Show unto Me thy face
(Cant. 2:14). “Why?” ask Theodoret , the early
commentator; and he answers: “That in her,
as in a mirror, He may see His own Divine
countenance.”

FSSPX.NEWS (Rome):
“Women Priests? A Heresy!”
Declares a Prince of the Church
MAY 31, 2018

Cardinal Walter Brandmüller reacted vigorously
in the May 17, 2018 issue of Tagepost to the remarks of the secretary general of the CDU calling
for the ordination of women.

Annegeret Kramp-Karrenbauer directs the
German conservative party. While speaking at
the Katholikentag in Münster, she publicly
voiced her hope that women may be admitted
to the priesthood in the Church.
Cardinal Brandmüller – one of the cardinals
who signed the famous dubia on Amoris Laetitia – lost no time in reacting in the press, deploring:
“...the insistence with which certain themes are being kept alive within the German Church. They are always
the same: female priesthood, celibacy, intercommunion,
remarriage after divorce. Just recently there has been added the Church’s ‘yes’ to homosexuality…”

For the titular archbishop of Caesarea in
Mauritania, the secretary general of the CDU
“has overstepped her role” by getting involved
in the public debate in this way.
The high-ranking prelate took this opportunity to recall that anyone who promotes the
ordination of women to the priesthood has “left

the foundation of the Catholic faith” and “fulfils
the elements of heresy which has, as its consequence, the exclusion from the Church.”
And the cardinal concluded:
“How is it that since the days of the revolution of
1968, these above-mentioned topics are being hashed
about again and again, ad nauseam, even though there
have been given clear theological and magisterial answers?”

Indeed, that is the question.
Source : Die Tagepost / Religión Digital /
FSSPX.News – 5/30/2018
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FSSPX.NEWS (World): Ireland
Cardinal Burke Points an Accusing Finger
at Guilty Silences
JUNE 20, 2018
Cardinal Raymond Burke
recently gave his take on the
Irish referendum on abortion.
If the “yes” vote won, believes
the high-ranking prelate, it is
because of the Vatican’s
“silence”.
“In Ireland, during the
campaign before the referendum on protection of the life
of the unborn, people fighting
did not receive support from
Rome,” lamented Cardinal Raymond Burke in the Polish weekly Sieci on June 9, 2018.
In his opinion, what happened in Ireland is the same thing as the “alarming” situation in the
Church whose very “leaders are casting doubt upon Church teachings.” Tradition moral teaching,
he recalled, “tells us that certain behaviors are evil, always and everywhere, and that they cannot
be called good under any circumstance.”
There is no doubt for the cardinal: the situation in Ireland is an illustration of what happens in a
Catholic country when the Faith is banished from public life. “This secularization leads to an abandonment of moral foundations that are not just Catholic but also, more fundamentally, natural
law,” concluded Cardinal Burke.
Source: Sieci / LifeSite / FSSPX.News – 6/19/2018
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Society of Saint Pius X

SSPX

The Society of St. Pius X is an international priestly society of common life without
vows, whose purpose is the priesthood and that which pertains to it.

